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INTRO
No matter who publishes any kind of legal definitions: When aborting,
that is to say, murdering the innocent and defenseless is redefined as
an act in public interest,
it is ultimately the last
straw. Whoever doesn’t
now become active and
at least pass on the
V&C with all their heart
makes himself guilty of
these crimes. Staying silent means purposefully
consenting! So do something! Get three more
V&C couriers this week!
Ivo Sasek

Why should the baby live?
es. In the magazine “Journal
of Medical Ethics”, medical
ethics expert Alberto Giubilini (University of Milan) and
the philosopher Francesca
Minerva (University of Melbourne) propagate a totally
new ideology for abortions.
They demand the right of parents to post-birth abortion
in every case. Infants are to
be seen as equal to a fetus
and having no moral claim to
life before developing a personality. And there we have
it: Salami tactics – give an
inch, take a mile! …

The question is whether those
propagandists who are gradually familiarizing the public
with such life-threatening
ideologies have a moral
claim to life themselves.

Original German Source:
http://jme.bmj.com/content/early/2012
/04/12/medethics-2011100411.full?sid=5d5a1601-14274075-82c0-d66928ccfac2
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/
healthnews/9113394/Killing-babiesno-different-from-abortionexperts-say.html
http://www.jungefreiheit.de/SingleNews-Display-mitKomm.154+M52c61c0dc8f.0.html

„Only where the truth is free
is freedom true.“*
Dieter Euler

What the brain dead are still capable of
Up to the point of confirmation of “brain death” by doctors (the “legal” death of the
patient), this person was
still cared for by the hospital staff as a coma patient in
every way. He was fed,
bathed, and attended to in
every way needed. Male
“brain dead” are even capable of having an erection.
Female pregnant brain dead
let the embryo further grow
in their body. The embryo
matures to the point of birth
in the body of a “living
corpse.” Wounds can still
heal. Coma patients react to
external happenings and social stimuli e.g. the visit of

relatives. The brain dead mones are released. A real
can live for days, weeks, dead person, a corpse is obeven months or years until viously not capable of such
they meet a peaceful, re- reactions anymore. Since
spectable death. Before har- they cannot entirely rule out
vesting the organs at the the feeling of pain, Switzeroperating table, these “dead” land now by law enforces a
often receive muscle relax- general anesthetic for the
ers and painkillers, every so “dead” before harvesting oroften they get a general an- gans … they shy away from
esthetic or are anesthetized suggesting a general aneslocally. Often they are stra- thetic, because this would
pped to the operating table evidently reveal to even the
to reduce irritating move- greatest layman that the
ment. On the contrary: Just dead organ donor is in realilike a living patient that is ty not yet dead.
operated on, the “brain dead”
Original German Source:
react to unconscious pain:
Original article:
Their pulse speeds away,
http://www.diagnosehirntod.de/?tag=georg-meineke
blood pressure rises, hor-

Attention vacation! Organ transplants: Legal
provisions in Europe
For the furthered consent provision, the organ donor has to
have consented to organ harvesting while alive. If there is
no statement of consent, the
surviving closest of kin can decide the probable will of the
person dying. This provision is
in effect in Denmark, Germany,
Great Britain, Ireland, Iceland,
Lithuania, Malta, the Netherlands, Romania, Switzerland
and Turkey. For the objection
provision the person dying becomes an organ donor if he
failed to explicitly object to
such while alive. The surviving
relatives do not possess the
right to object. This provision
is in effect in Italy, Luxemburg,
Austria, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, the
Czech Republic, and Hungary.
The objection provision may
possibly be connected to the
surviving closest of kin’s right
to object, as is the case in Belgium, Finland, Norway, and
Russia. In Bulgaria not even
the objection provision counts.
There the socalled “emergency
provision” is in effect. They
can remove whatever they need
the most!
Original German Source:
Original article,
http://krankenkassen.de/ausland/
organspende

“If we would enlighten
society about organ donation, we wouldn’t receive
any more organs.”*
Medical transplant professor
Rudolf Pichlmayr, in his paper
“Organspende – Die
verschwiegene Seite”) („Organ
donation – the secret aspect“)
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What you should know
about organ donation
Every person who consents
to organ donation or whose
closest of kin consent after
said person’s death; every
person who dies in a country
in which the so-called objection provision is in effect
without having registered
his or her objection must
know that after his “death”
only lively-fresh organs can
be harvested and transplanted, not lifeless organs from
a corpse.”*
Original German Source:
Originally cited from:
“Organ donation Yes or No,”
assistance in reaching a decision,
by Georg Meinecke

“Brain death doesn’t
even exist. It’s an
invention by the
organ transplant
physicians.“*
Professor Franco Rest

kee. Definition Death – Brain Death: A Comparison
For millennia, the following definition
was binding: A person is dead when his
heart and his breathing has come to an
irreversible standstill and spirit and soul
have finally left the body.
Consequently:
The body grows cold, death contusions
show up, rigor mortis sets in, decomposition starts.
Original German Source:
Richard Fuchs,
Eine Kurzgeschichte des “Hirntodes”,
http://www.oeptc.at/fachbereich/hirntod/
Hirntod.html

Original German Source:
http://www.subventionsberater.de/st
erben/warei.htm

Lethal contradictions
In September 2011, the European court judged the contamination
(=infestation!)
of honey with GMOs
(=Genetically Modified Organisms). Consequently,
GMO-contaminated (= genetically infested) honey must

be destroyed from now on.
Vaccines and medications
are also known to always
have side-effects. Vaccine
production is impossible
without GMOs (= Genetically Modified Organisms).
But the use of GMOs is ille-

gal according to the constitution and therefore punishable.
For this reason, every current vaccine should be declined.
Original German Source:
Emil.rahm@bluewin.ch

Environmental pollution – not only in our food?

ADHD*: A fabricated illness
af. The American psychiatrist
Leon Eisenberg (!), the scientific father of ADHD, admitted in an interview seven
months before his death:
“ADHD is a prime example
for a fabricated illness.”*
He was a member of the committee of diagnostic and statistical handbook of psychiatric
disorders (DSM). As a great
number of other members, he
had financial ties to pharmaceutical companies. The actual vocabulary of psychiatry is
currently defined on all levels
by the pharmaceutical industry. A profitable business:
The use of ADHD medication
rose in Germany during the
span of only 18 years from 34
kg in 1993 to the record
amount of 1780 kg in 2011!

In 1968, the Harvard Ad-hoc Commission
redefined death of a human being after a case
by the state vs. transplant physicians about
purposed killing:
A person is dead when his brain is irreversibly
destroyed. (In medical circles this state is
called “coma dépassé”, meaning “final coma”.) This means a “living corpse”, whose
heart is still beating and sustaining the circulatory system. The body is completely supplied
with blood, holds a normal temperature and
metabolizes. The dysfunctional brain is also
supplied with blood, not cold, not in a state of
decomposition.

That is a 51 times higher earning! They fabricate record
wins at the cost of the weakest
(mainly children) with yet unforeseeable effects!

ke. Quoted from Professor education reforms and deveH. J. Gamm’s “General Gui- loping curriculum “suitable”
deline to Sexual Education for children.
Orginal German Source:
Curriculum management in
Barbara von Schnurbein in:
Hessen” (teaching manual): Z für Zukunft, Ausgabe 3, Febr. 2011/
“We need sexual stimulation
Orginaltext gekürzt
*Attention deficit and hyper- of the students in order to
activity disorder
realize the restructuring of
Conclusion ●
society and in order to thoIs such a poisoning
Original German Source: roughly eradicate obedience
http://seniora.org/index.php?
not worse than any
to authority, including love of
option=com_content&task
environmental
=view&id=794&Itemid=52 the parents.” Mr Gamm is
emeritus professor at the
contamination?
Darmstadt University’s deIs there anywhere on
partment of education. On Oc“The wolf
this earth a majority
tober 1, 2010, he received the
who is ready to let
may change
Comenius Award (What, in
their
children be taken
the world?! n.b.e.). Through
its fur, but
by such wolves
this commendation, the founnever
dation honors his special enwithout defending
its habits.”*
gagement in the area of child
themselves?
Saying from Moldova
and youth programs. The eduIvo Sasek
cator has devoted decades to

Note by translator: All citations marked with* are re-translated from German into English.
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